
MOLDING SHINER

Description 
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It is a high-quality shiner used to renew/enhance 
the polish of your stone edge, molding, and 
skir ting. Suitable for indoor and outdoor 
applications.

Technical Data Sheet

MADE IN INDIA

It can be used on all natural sandstones and natural 
high porosity stone. It is specially recommended to 
be used on stone edge.

Areas of Application:

Technical Data

Coverage: depending upon the absorption 
  coefficient of the stone.
Aspect:     Liquid
Odour:      Slight

Storage & Shelf Life

Shelf Life:  24 months in the original, sealed 
   packaging, stored in a cool, dry place.
Storage:   Keep the container tightly closed and store 
   in a cool, dry place.

Packaging & Color 

Packaging: 100ml
Color: Transparent

Instruction for Use

The information above reflects our latest 
technical know-how and is the outcome of 
ongoing laboratory research and testing. 
However, some factors are beyond our control. It 
is essential to integrate our suggestions with your 
own on-site preliminary tests and check. Surie 
Polex accepts no liability for improper use of its 
products.

Disclaimer

1. Ensure that the surface is clean & dry. The
 product must be evenly applied. The presence
 of water, dust or dirt may influence the
 uniformity of the treatment.
2. When a surface is treated for the first time, we 
 recommend testing the molding shiner on a
 sample or in a corner.
3. Shake well before use. After each use, make
 sure the can is tightly closed.
4. Shake the container well before using. Do not
 dilute or mix with other products.
5. We suggest spreading the product using a
 sponge or cloth.
6. Use the quantity that the material can absorb
 naturally.
7. Let the surface dry for a couple of minutes,
 then either polish manually with a cloth or 
 with a machine and a white pad.

Maintenance

• Stubborn dirt should be cleaned off with 
clean water or with Surie Polex floor cleaner 
neutral.


